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About forty years ago - in 1976 - I wrote a
book on treasure hunting research methods,
the main part being on how to find treasure
leads right in your part of your own state,
and how to follow up those leads. A lead
is your clue that something of value is
hidden somewhere. The rest of the book
shows you in simple terms how to track
down that treasure and possibly find it. In
addition the book contains a number of
treasure leads I have found over the years.
The book is over 17,000 words long and
has gone through two printings and has
been out of print for probably 20 years.
(The following is an excerpt from Chapter
Two of my book.) SHOULD YOU LOOK
FOR WELL-KNOWN TREASURES? Dr.
John Marsh had the honor of being the first
American doctor in California. Arriving in
1836, a dozen years before the Gold Rush
began, he gathered riches to himself
through his cattle, mining and real estate
interests. As his wealth increased, he built
a fabulous stone house near Brentwood,
California, which still stands. One autumn
day in 1856, Dr. Marsh was attacked by
three Californians while riding his horse
between his home and the neighboring
town of Martinez. He was tortured and
murdered by the men without revealing the
hiding place of his fortune. Though his son
Charles claimed to have seen a strong box
containing $40,000 in gold in the doctors
possession the day before he was killed,
neither that nor other valuables he was
known to have had have ever been found.
They are presumed to be hidden
somewhere near the house, awaiting a
lucky finder.
Juan Changart (usually
spelled Changara) worked on the Santa
Teresa Rancho near San Jose, California.
He was carrying between 5 and 6 thousand
dollars to be used for the purchase of cattle,
when he was murdered about the first of
March, 1854, somewhere between Los
Angeles and Santa Barbara. Changart is
said to have buried a large sum of money
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on the Santa Teresa Rancho. It has been
hunted for extensively over the years, but
so far no one seems to have claimed this
remarkable hoard.
Joseph Marr, the
treasurer of Mariposa County, California,
had collected some $15,000 in gold from
foreign miners who were subject to a
special tax imposed by the Americans. On
Christmas Day, 1851, Marr started out on
horseback to collect more taxes. He and his
horse were drowned while crossing a
swollen river, and no trace of the gold has
ever been found. There are two theories on
where it may be: Marr may have hidden it
near his office in Agua Fria, the county
seat; or he may have had it in his
saddlebags when he was drowned. The
gold would be valued at well over
$100,000 today. These are only three out
of thousands of lost treasures. For over a
century treasure hunters have been
searching for them, and should any of them
be found, the lucky person will suddenly
find himself quite rich. With the proper
equipment, you can join the others in the
search for these elusive treasures. But why? Why search for something that
thousands of people have spent years
looking for in vain? Wouldnt you rather
look for hidden riches that no one knows
about but you? The answer is obvious. Of
course you would. Well, you can. This
book will tell you how to find fresh leads;
leads known only to you. Though the
examples I gave above are old favorites
with California treasure hunters, every state
has its full quota of buried treasure tales.
You can look for them if you want, but
theres a better, more productive way. It
involves remarkably little effort, and will
enable you to get leads no matter where
you are - in your own town, in the
neighboring towns, and all through your
state and other states. In fact, most of the
leads you will run into will probably be in
your own area. It sounds too good to be
true, I know. But as you will see, it is very
easy to find leads. Good ones. And leads
you may well be the only person to know
about. Youve read this far - you ought to
read the rest of the book!
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10 Real-Life Hidden Treasures You Could Still Find - Listverse To keep their loot safe, they quickly shipped it to
Virginia and buried it To find the treasure, youll need working knowledge of Mishnic Hebrew Finding Buried
Treasure Caches & Hoards We have all dreamed of finding a buried treasure or sifting through sediment to find gold.
Perhaps metal detecting is prospecting for the new millennium. How To Find Buried Treasure SkySaga adventures are
more then they appear! Secret treasure caves can be hidden in the generation. This tutorial will show you how to find
Finding Buried Treasure with Digital Cameras - YouTube By Hazel Morris. In a first for radar sensing, researchers
have shown the technology can locate and identify buried objects. Their technique Watch Finding Buried Treasure
Video - Pirate Treasure of the Buried Treasure: Ancient Grave Found Brimming with Jewels. By Laura [See Photos
of Treasures Uncovered in the Elite Womans Grave]. How to find buried treasure in Devon Devon Live A quarter of
a century ago - in 1976 - I wrote a book on treasure hunting research methods, the main part being on how to find
treasure leads right in your part of How People Are Finding Buried Treasure KOMO Finding Buried Treasure
Caches & Hoards. By Michael Bernzweig. Treasure chests, caches and hoards of gold are they really out there? Can they
actually be How to find buried treasure and how to find out who owns it - BBC All of the Treasure Hunters Quests
require the player to search around the Desert Island that the Treasure Hunter is on and find Buried Treasure. The
mound of [Tutorial] How to find buried treasure with treasure maps - 7 Days Hopefully this will help new players,
or existing players, find those buried treasures a little easier. none There are treasures out there, real or imagined, that
havent been unearthed. Here are 8 opportunities for modern-day enthusiasts to find real Finding Buried Treasure at a
Historic House This Old House Theres treasure all around us we just need to know where to look. In a previous post
on treasure hunting at home, we looked at 11 hidden Where To Find Buried Treasure - The buried treasure was
unearthed four inches below the ground and is thought to be part of a high-quality pendant detailing the holy trinity.
How did this FindYourBuriedTreasure Find Your Buried Treasure Finding Buried Treasure: Uncovering the
Theme. Resource ID#: 119039 Primary Type: Original Tutorial. Share. Submit Feedback / Report Problems How to
Find Buried Treasure Almost Anywhere - Bottom Line Inc In 1988, treasure hunter Tommy Thompson uncovered
tens of millions of dollars of gold from the shipwreck of the S.S. Central America sunk Metal Detecting: How to Find
Buried Treasure - Top Ten Reviews Hoard, a collection of valuable objects or artifacts, sometimes purposely buried in
the ground. List of missing treasure Tesouro da Treasure Hunter ProjectSalt Wiki Fandom powered by Wikia - 6
min - Uploaded by Brain - Winners of the Summer 2014 Brain Chase Online Learning Challenge 5 places where you
can find buried treasure CNN Travel A piece of treasure unlike anything found before has been unearthed in Devon,
an inquest heard earlier this week. Whenever there is news How To: Find Buried Treasure - Tutorials & Guides SkySaga - Forum Satellites hunt for buried treasure New Scientist Make sure your metal detector will be triggered
by the material you want to find. Bring along a friend or family member to help you split up the area and provide
another set of eyes. Make sure you have permission from your parents if you are planning to dig holes in the garden and
search for buried treasure. How to Find Treasure: 4 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow Watch the Finding Buried
Treasure video clip from Season 1, Episode 1 of HISTORYs series Pirate Treasure of the Knights Templar. Find this
and many more 8 places to find real buried treasure MNN - Mother Nature Network After treasure found in
Norfolk is confirmed as Anglo-Saxon jewellery of national significance, the finder has given us his top tips for finding
Buried Treasure: Ancient Grave Found Brimming with Jewels Its time for you to find your buried treasure, and
discover your life! As a Certified Dream Coach and an experienced explorer, trainer, guide, 7 Places You Could
Actually Find Buried Treasure (Yes, You Get to - 5 min - Uploaded by David VillanuevaTreasure hunter and
author, David Villanueva, shows how you can find buried treasure with You may not know this, but there is a lot of
buried treasure out there. Were not talking about pirate treasure, although there is undoubtedly still some of that to be
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How to Find Buried Treasure Mental Floss Finding Buried Treasure at a Historic House. The TOH TV team heads
north to renovate a pre-Revolutionary War home in Bedford, Massachusetts. See what Buried treasure - Wikipedia
Everyone wants to find a hidden treasure. Just imagine walking around in the woods and stumbling across a treasure
chest of money. Pirates How To Find Buried Treasure - Themeco How to Find Treasure: 4 Steps (with Pictures) wikiHow 5 places where you can find buried treasure. For serious treasure hunters, a fortune in gold, rubies and opals
is out there for the taking. Buried Chests - Assassins Creed IV: Black Flag Wiki Guide - IGN
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